Registry of certificates, statements of compliance, defects

Does EASA plan to publish an EU-open database recording: a. Certified DPO with the details of the certificates (validity, etc.), b. Certified GE with the details of the certificates, c. Issued SoC by ANSP or DPO, d. Known defects on certified and declare

Answer

Some of the elements of the list will be included in EASA registry that is going to be created. For elements A and B, EASA needs to consider which info could be public. EASA does not anticipate the need for C at the moment. For d. the information will be made available to interested parties, for example, for occurrence reporting. This needs to be assessed internally, but at the moment EASA does not anticipate making this available for public information.
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Link: https://www.easa.europa.eu/en/faq/139183